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ABSTRACT 
In Politis and Romano (1993), different block resampling estimators of variance 
of general linear statistics, e.g. a sample mean, were proposed under the 
assumption of stationarity. In the present paper such estimators of variance 
of sample means, computed from nonstationary spatially indexed data {Xi : 
i E A}, where A is a finite subset of the integer lattice Z2, are studied. 
Consistency of estimators of variance will be shown for the following kind of 
data: Observations taken from different lattice points are allowed to come from 
different distributions, and the dependence structure is allowed to differ over 
the lattice. We assume that all observed values are from distributions with the 
same expected value, or with expected values that decompose additively into 
directional components. Furthermore, it will be assumed that observations 
separated by a certain distance are independent. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose we have spatially indexed data {Xi : i E A}, where A is a finite 
subset of the integer lattice Z2. Remote sensing data from satellites are, for 
example, on this form. Further, suppose that a statistic s(A) is computed, 
which estimates some unknown parameter fJ, and that, in order to do inference, 
an estimate of the variance of s(A) is desired. 
For spatial lattice data, different block resampling estimators of variance 
have been proposed under the assumption of stationarity. See, for example, 
Possolo (1991), Politis and Romano (1993), Sherman and Carlstein (1994), 
and Sherman (1996). In the current paper such estimators of variance are 
studied in the case when the statistic in question is a sample mean computed 
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from nonstationary spatial data. Such extentions are useful, since in many 
empirical applications, the hypothesis of stationarity can easily be rejected. 
The goal of this paper is to show that the resampling methods derived for 
dependent but stationary observations can still be employed (possibly in a 
slightly modified form) even if the assumption of stationarity is violated. 
The kind of data we consider is of the following type: Observations from 
different points of the lattice are allowed to come from different distributions, 
but with the same expected value or with expected values that can be decom­
posed additively into directional components. Furthermore, the dependence 
structure is allowed to differ over the lattice, and observations separated by 
a certain "distance" will be assumed to be independent, as formalized in the 
following definition. 
Definition 1 The r. v.s Xi, i = ( i1, i2) E A, are said to be spatially m­
dependent if xi' and xi" are independent whenever li� - i�l > ml or li; - i�l > 
m2, m= (m1, m2). 
For simplicity, the case when A is rectangular will be considered, but extentions 
to non-rectangular subsets of 7!} (that possess some regularity) are possible. 
Henceforth we assume that A= An = { i  = (i1, i2) : i1 = 1, ... ,n1 and i2 = 
1, ... , n2}, where n = (n1, n2). 
Remark. The results in this paper hold for more general data than indicated, 
i.e. the results are valid for arrays Xn = {Xi n : i E An} of collections of r. v .s, ' 
such that for each n, the r.v.s in Xn are m-dependent. To keep the notation 
manageable, we will write xi instead of xi n-' 
Define "rectangular" blocks of indices 
and let K = k1k2 = lEi I· Also, define N = n1n2, X . .  = 'EiEAn Xi, and X= X . .  j N. In the case when EXi = J-L, for all i E An, and all n, the following 
estimators of '"'in= V ar ( vfFi X) will be considered: 
Politis and Romano's (1993) jackknife estimator, 
(1) 
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Politis and Romano's (1993) bootstrap estimator, 
(2) 
- n' n' - . where X ' = (N')-1 l::i1�1 l::i22=1 XBi· It should be noted that m the current 
setting, the bootstrap estimator above coincides with the estimator of variance 
suggested by Sherman (1996). 
Politis and Romano's (1993) circular bootstrap estimator, 
A (cbe) = K "'"""' (X _ X)2 In N L.J Bi ' iEAn 
(3) 
where Xj = Xj', ji = Ji (mod ni), i = 1, 2, i.e. , the data is wrapped around on 
a torus. 
Next, let Xj =X for j tj. An, and A� = { i : i1 = 2 - k1, . . .  , n1 and i2 = 
2 - k2, . . .  , n2}. Then there are N" = (n1 + k1 + 1)(n2 + k 2 + 1) different 
(overlapping) blocks Bi, i E A�, containing at least one Xj, j E An. By 
defining a bootstrap estimator of In on these N" blocks, we obtain an estimator 
which put more wei�ht on the observations near the edges than what is the 
case with ;y�e) (or ;y�e)). Further, such an estimator can be defined also for 
non-rectangular index sets (as described in, e.g. , Sherman (1996)), which is an 
advantage over ;y�be) which require the index set to be of rectangular shape. 
Thus, we suggest the following estimator of variance, 
(4) 
where Ij is equal to 1 if j E An, and zero otherwise. Note that we use N in 
the denominator rather than N", since this gives an estimator with less bias 
(in the case of positively correlated r.v.s). 
In Mercer and Hall (1911), yields of wheat on a 20 x 25 lattice of plots 
approximately 1 acre in total area were presented. Sherman (1996) estimated 
the variance of the sample mean of the Mercer and Hall data, using the boot­
strap estimator ;y�e). It is clear, however, that this variance estimator (as well 
as ;y�e), ;y�be), and ;y�e)) can give erroneous results if the condition EXi = p,, 
for all i E In, and all n, is violated. According to Cressie (1993), Section 4.5, 
there is an irregular east-west trend in the mean structure of the wheat yield 
data, and the data should be detrended before an analysis requiring constant 
mean structure (or even more, stationarity) can be performed. 
Assume we observe }i, i E An, and that Mi = E}i decomposes additively 
into directional components, as in the model for the wheat yield data proposed 
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by Cressie. That is, /1i = 11 + ri2 + ci1, where f1 is the overall mean, ri2, 
i2 = 1, . . .  , n2, are the row effects, and cill i1 = 1, . . .  , n1, are the column effects. 
All effects, f1, ri2, i2=1, . . .  , n2, and Ci1, i1=1, ... ,n1, may depend on n. The 
effects can be estimated, and if, for example, ordinary least squares (OLS) is 
used, they can be estimated without any model or knowledge of the spatial 
dependency structure. Denote the OLS estimates by p, fi2, i2 = 1, . . .  , n2, and 
cil' il = 1' . . .  ' nl. Estimate /1i with Pi = p + fi2 + Cil' and define residuals, 
ei = Yi -Pi, i E An. 
In this case we propose the following estimator of��= Var( VNY), 
;y(ne' ) = _
1 '"""' ( '"""' e ·I ·) 2 rn KN � � J J ' iEA� jEBi (5) 
which, in fact, is the estimator i'�e) with the Xi-variables replaced by the 
residuals. The above estimators proposed by Politis and Romano, can all 
be modified in the same way to handle the situation when the mean value 
decomposes additively into directional components. 
In the next section, assumptions under which the above estimators are 
consistent will be presented. In Section 3 there is a short discussion, and in 
Section 4 a simulation study is carried out in order to compare the different 
estimators. The proofs are given in Section 5. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We make the following assumptions. 
AM: For all n, EXi = f1, i E An, where 11 may depend on n. 
AD (m): For all n, the r.v.s Xi, i E An, are spatially m-dependent. 
AL(6): For some positive constants 6 S 2 and T0, and for all n, EIXii2H < 
T0 < oo, i E An, i.e. we have uniformly bounded r.v.s. 
AK(6): If 6 = 2, then ki = ki(ni) = o(ni) as ki, ni --+ oo, i = 1, 2. If 0 < 
6 < 2, then (k i /k2) ( (k1k2/(n1n2)) log k2) 8, (k2/k1)((k1k2/(n1n2)) log k1)8, and 
(kdni) log ki, i = 1, 2, all tend to zero as ki, ni --+ oo, i = 1, 2. 
Theorem 1 If AM, AD(m), AL(6), and AK(6) are valid, then 
Remark. It should be noted that in order to show consistency of the estimators 
(1)-(3) under the assumptions stated above, only slight modifications of the 
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proof of Theorem 1 are needed. 
The lengthy proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 5. In the proof we will 
follow the same approach as in Belyaev (1996), where triangular arrays of row­
wise m-dependent r.v.s were studied, and blockwise resampling schemes were 
proposed that consistently estimates the distribution of sums of r.v.s under 
assumptions similar to those in Theorem 1. 
Next we consider the case when the considered r.v.s do not have a constant 
mean. 
AM': For all n, Yi =Xi + ri2 + cin where Xi, i E An, satisfy assumption 
AM, and L:�2
2
=1 ri2 = 0 and L:�
1=1 Ci1 = 0. f.J,, ri2, and cin i E An, may all 
depend on n. 
The OLS estimators of the effects are 
Thus, we estimate Mi = E}i with Pi= fl + fi2 + Ci1• 
Observe that we cannot replace the Xi-variables with the }i-variables in 
the formulas for the variance estimators ( 1 )-( 4), since then the varying mean 
values of the Yi-variables will ruin the estimate of variance of Vf\iY. We can, 
however, replace the Xi-variables with the residuals, as is done in (5). 
Theorem 2 If AM', AD ( m) , AL ( 5), and AK ( 5) are valid, then 
A (ne') 1 P O In -In ---t , as n1, n2 -+  oo. 
3. DISCUSSION 
In Section 2 we saw that the different estimators are consistent for a broad 
range of choices of the rate of block size. In practice, a specific block size 
need to be chosen, and the choice is dependent on the numbers n, and on 
the dependence structure. For strictly stationary data Xn = {Xi : i E An}, 
Sherman (1996) gave a rate of convergence for his estimator of variance of 
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a general statistic s(Xn) (e.g. , a sample mean), and showed that this rate 
is minimized when the blockjsubshape size is proportional to VJV. Similar 
results are obtained by Politis and Romano (1993). Further, a closely related 
result holds for nonstationary data, when s(Xn) is a sample mean: 
Corollary 1 If AM, AD (m), AL(2), and AK (2) are valid, then 
E(')r�e) -!n)2 �C1(KN-1 + k12 + k22), 
Corollary 2 If AM', AD(m), AL(2),  and AK(2) are valid, then 
It should be noted that the mean square errors (MSEs) of ')r�e) and ')r�e') 
tend to zero asymptotically, but at a rather slow rate. As noted by Politis 
and Romano (1993) and Sherman (1996), this is due to the relatively large 
contribution of bias to the MSE. Also, note that the results above only give 
the correct order of block size. In practice we need to choose ki ('V cini/2, for 
some constant ci > 0, i = 1, 2. Clearly, the stronger the strength of dependence 
is, the larger values of c1 and c2 need to be chosen. The choice of block size 
in practice is indeed an important and difficult task, and only a few guidelines 
exist; see e.g. , Politis, Romano, and Wolf (Chapter 9, 1999), who discuss 
this topic in the case of stationary sequences. If little is known about the 
dependence structure, a safe policy is to use relatively large blocks (Sherman, 
1996). 
All estimators of In considered in this (naper are biased. Consider, e.g. , 
')r�e). It is possible to write the bias of ;y;:e) as the sum of two terms, A1 
and A2, where A1 is approximately equal to -{nK/N, when K/N is not too 
"large" .  The second term, A2, is negative if the observations are positively 
correlated, and vanishes as K -+ oo. A2 is difficult to estimate; in particular 
for nonstationary data. In the next section, where we carry out a simulation 
study, the estimator ')r�ec) = ')r�e) (1 + K / N), i.e. ')r�e) corrected for the bias 
term A1, will be considered. (From the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that 
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A = EQ(s) + 2EQ(6) and A = 2EQ(3) where Q(3) Q(s) and Q(6) are defined 1 n n 2 n> n , n , n , 
in the beginning of the proof. ) 
It is easily seen that the results in this paper hold also for rectangular 
index sets A expanding in all directions, i.e. for { i : i1 = -n1, ... , n1 and i2 = 
-n2, ... , n2}. Moreover, for all estimators of variance in Section 1, except i'�be), 
the assumption on the index set to be of rectangular shape can be relaxed by 
using "subshapes" , as described in, e.g. , Sherman (1996). This extention to 
non-rectangular A is not possible for i'�be), since this estimator is based on 
the idea of "wrapping" the data around on a torus, which requires the set A 
to be of rectangular shape. 
Finally, by examining the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2, we see that one can 
allow m1 and m2 to increase to infinity, as the sample size increases. (Since 
our proofs are not written with this in mind, i.e. of getting weak assumptions 
on the rate of m1 and m2, we do not give this as an explicit result. ) 
4. A SIMULATION STUDY 
In this Monte Carlo study, nonstationary spatially m-dependent data Xi, 
i E An, are generated, where each Xi is a weighted average of independent 
and skewly distributed r.v.s such that Xi has a small variance if both i1 and i2 
are small, whereas the variance of Xi is large when i1 and i2 are large. To be 
more specific, let mi = 2li for some integer li � 0, i = 1, 2, and define weights 
w( i) =vi/ 2.:.��=-h '2:.��=-lz Vj, where vi= ( (1 + I ill) (1 + li2l) )-1, i1 = -h, . . .  , h, 
i2 = -l2, ... , l2. Define 
iz+lz L w(li1- J1l, li2- J2l) (Zj- EZj ) , 
where the r.v.s Zj are independent and log-normal with B=E(log Zj) =0, and 
v 1 2:::
2 j + l· 
J · = V ar (log Z · ) = - 2 2 1 1 2 n·+ 2l·+ 1' 
as parameters. 
i=l l l 
for all j, 
In the tables below, there are columns with Monte Carlo estimates of ex-
pected values (E), standard deviations (�) , and root mean square errors 
( ifiiSE), respectively, of different estimators of In = V ar ( .JN X). In the 
study, An is a rectangular lattice of N = 250 x 250 points, and each Monte 
Carlo estimate is based on 10000 replicates. 
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TABLE I. m = (2, 2) and in� 0.594. 
K = 10 X 10 K = 20 X 20 K = 30 X 30 
v� kiVisE � y'� -- �RMSE E E RMSE E 
Q�e) 0.494 0.037 0.106 0.515 0.063 0.102 0.508 0.089 0.124 Q�e) 0.495 0.037 0.105 0.518 0.064 0.099 0.515 0.091 0.121 Q�be) 0.507 0.039 0.095 0.545 0.067 0.083 0.555 0.096 0.103 QV/;e) 0.507 0.039 0.095 0.546 0.067 0.083 0.556 0.095 0.102 Qt;:ec) 0.508 0.039 0.095 0.549 0.068 0.081 0.564 0.096 0.101 Qf;;e') 0.466 0.036 0.133 0.465 0.058 0.141 0.441 0.077 0.171 
TABLE II. m=(10, 10) and /n�0.564. 
K = 20 X 20 K = 30 X 30 K = 40 X 40 
� � -- y'� RMSE �RMSE E RMSE E E QW) 0.405 0.057 0.169 0.432 0.084 0.157 0.437 0.108 0.167 Q�e) 0.409 0.057 0.166 0.439 0.086 0.152 0.449 0.113 0.161 Q�be) 0.420 0.058 0.156 0.460 0.086 0.135 0.477 0.111 0.141 Q'{:e) 0.420 0.058 0.155 0.461 0.086 0.134 0.479 0.111 0.140 Q'{:ec) 0.423 0.058 0.153 0.468 0.087 0.130 0.492 0.114 0.135 QV/;e') 0.351 0.049 0.219 0.359 0.068 0.216 0.349 0.084 0.231 
In Table I and II above we see that ')r�be) and ;yf;;el give close results, 
and that they perform better in terms of mean square error than ')r�e) and 
;y�e). Although ;yt;;;ec) is the estimator with the largest variance in the study, 
it compensates this with a comparatively small bias, and is the overall winner 
in terms of mean square error. 
5. PROOFS 
Two useful inequalities: 
Inequality A: For any positive numbers z1, . . .  , Zr and A � 1 we have, from the 
Jensen inequality, 
( )A < A-1( A A) Z1 + ... + Zr 
_ 
r z1 + ... + zr . 
Inequality B: For any independent random variables Z1, . . .  , Zr and A �  1, with 
EZi=O and EIZiiA<oo, i=1, ... ,r, we have 
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where 1 :::; TJ < oo is a constant, and TJ :::; 2 if A :::; 2 (Petrov 1995, p. 82-83). 
In cases when Inequality B will be used repeatedly, say k times and with con­
stants 'T/1, ... , 'TJk, then we put TJ=max1:S;i:S;k 'TJi· 
Lemma 1 Assume, for all n, that ai = ai(n) has an absolute value less or 
equal to 1, i1 = a1 + 1, ... , b1, i2 = a2+ 1, ... , b2, where bi -ai 2': mi, i = 1, 2. Then, 
under the assumptions of Theorem 1, for some constant TJ 2': 1 and M =m1m2, 
( i) E 
(ii) 
b2 2+o 
L aiXi :::; TsTJ(64M(b1-a1)(b2-a2))1+012. 
Proof. We only prove ( ii). Define 
Mj = {(m1(J1-1) + a1, m2(J2-1) + a2), ... , (md1 1\ b1, m2j2 1\ b2)}, 
j1 = 1, ... , q1 and j2 = 1, ... , q2, where qi, i = 1, 2, is the largest integer such 
that qi :::; (bi- ai)/mi + 1. Further, define 
Dg= {j: Mj E U U M91+2(/1 -1) , 92+2(h -1) } . 
!1 :91 +2(/1 -1):S;q1 h :92+2(h -1):S;q2 
By Inequality A with A= 2 + 5 and r = 22, Inequality B with A= 2 + 5 and 
r= IDgl <q1q2, and Inequality A with A=2+5 and r= IMjl < M, respectively, 
bt b2 2+0 
E L L aixi =E 
i=a1 +1 i=a2+1 
2 
91 ,9F1 JED9 iEMj 
2+o 
:::; 41+0 L E L L aixi 
91 ,9F1 j E1J9 iEMj 
2 2+o 
:::; TJ41H(q1q2)a/2 L L E L aiXi 
91 ,92=1 j ED9 iEMj 
2 
:::; TJ(4M)1H(q1q2)a/2 L L L laii2HEIXii2H 
91 ,92=1 JED9 iEMj 
:::; TJTJ( 4M)2+0 ( q1 q2) 1+0/2 ( b ) 1+0/2 ( b ) 1+0/2 :::; TsTJ( 4M?+O 1�1a1 + 1 2�2a2 + 1 ' 
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from which the desired result follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Throughout the proof we will, without loss of generality, 
assume that p, = 0 and ni > ki > mi ?.1, i = 1, 2. Define Xi= 0 whenever i rf. An 
and 6' = 1 + 6/2. Then, 
in= i�el = K
1




N iE c�,xj)' + :;, i�" c�,Ij)' 
2 X. . """""' ( """""' ) ( """""' ) -K N2 L......; L......; Xj L......; Ij 
iEA;.,_ JEBi JEBi 
k1-1 kz-1 n1-0Vh1 nz-OVhz 
= � L L L L xixi+hwhlWhz h1=1-k1 hz=1-kz i1=1-0/\h1 iz=1-0!\hz 
X�. k1-1 kz-1 n1-0Vh1 nz-OVhz +N3 L L L L Wh1Whz 
h1=1-k1 hz=1-kz i1=1-0/\h1 iz=1-0!\hz 
2X k1-1 kz-1 n1-0Vh1 nz-OVhz -N;· L L L L Xiwh1Wh2, (6) 
h1=1-k1 hz=1-kz i1=1-0/\h1 iz=1-0!\hz 
where whi= (ki -lhi l)/ki , i= 1, 2. Let h0 = (O, h2). By AM (with p,=O) and 
AD(m), 
1 2 mz n1 nz-hz 'Yn = N L EXf + N L L L EXiXi+ho 
iEAn hz=1 i i =1 iz=1 
2 m1 mz n1-h1 nz-OVhz +N L L L L EXiXi+h· 
h1=1 hz=-mz i1=1 iz=1-0/\hz 
(7) 
Let Ui,h = XiXi+h and Vi,h = Ui,h-EUi,h· By combining ( 6) and ( 7), we 
get 
in - 'Yn = Q�) + 2Q�) + 2Q�) + 2Q�) + Q�) + 2Q�), (8) 
where 
Q(1) = � """""' (X? -EX?) n N L......; t t ' iEAn 
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1 mz n1 nz-hz 1 m1 mz n1-h1 nz-OVhz = NLL L Vi,ho+ NL L L L Vi,h, hz=1 i1=1 iz=1 h1=1 hz=-mz ii=1 iz=1-0I\hz 
mz n1 nz-hz 
Q(3) = _ _]:_ ""' ""' ""' U: h2 n N L-t L-t L-t t,ho k 
Q�) 
Q�) 
hz=1 i1 =1 iz=1 2 
1 � � n�1 nz�hz U h1lh2l-h1k2-lh2lk1 + N L-t L-t L-t L-t i,h K ' 
1 
N 
h1=1 hz=-mz i1=1 iz=1-0I\hz 
kz-1 n1 nz-hz 
L L L ui,hoWhz hz=mz+1 i1=1 iz=1 
X�. 
k1-1 kz-1 n1-h1 nz-OVhz 
2:: 2:: 2:: 2:: 
kl-1 kz-1 n1-0Vh1 nz-OVhz 
- 2:: 2:: 2:: 2:: Wh1 Whz, N3 h1=1-k1 hz=1-kz i1=1-0/\h1 iz=1-0I\hz 
X .. kl-1 kz-1 n1-0Vh1 nz-OVhz 
N2 2:: 2:: 2:: 2:: Xiwhlwhz· 
mz n1 nz-hz V: 
=LL L �o, hz=1 i1 =1 iz=1 
m1 mz n1-h1 nz-hz V: =2::2:: 2:: 2:: �h, h1 =1 hz=1 ii =1 iz=1 
V:· h t, 
N 




j1 = 1, ... , q� and j2 = 1, ... , q�, where q�, i = 1, 2, is the largest integer such 
that q� :::; ni/mi + 1. Further, define 
By Inequality A with A= 6' and r = 32, Inequality B with A= 6' and r = [D� I, 
Inequality A with A= 6' and r = M = m1 m2, and Inequality A with A= 6' and 
r = 2, respectively, 
a' 
V:· h _t ,_ 
N 
(10) 
By combining inequalities (9) and (10), EIQW) Io' :::; 4r8M(18M
2/N)812-+ 0, 
as n1, n2-+ oo. Likewise, E[Q�
a) lo'-+ 0 and E[Q�c) lo'-+ 0, and thus, by the 
Chebyshev inequality, 
By using the same approach as above, 




Recall that ki = ki(ni) -+ oo as ni -+ oo, i = 1, 2. By the Cauchy-Schwarz 
and the Lyapunov inequalities, respectively, 
EJQ�)J::; 
� t nfz EJUi,hol k�� 
hz=1 i1 =1 iz=1 




(EX? EX? )1/2 � -   t Hho k N hz=1 i1 =1 i2=1 2 
+ 
� � nfl nz�hz (EX{EX{+h )1/2 h1k2;�2Jk1 h1=1 hz=-mz i1=1 iz=1-0Ahz 
::; m�TJI(2o') /k2 + 3MTffl(2o')(m1k2 + m2k1)/ K-+ 0, as n1, n2-+ oo. 
Thus, by the Chebyshev inequality, 
Q(3) p ( ) n ---+ 0, as n1, n2 -+ oo. 13 
Consider Q�). Write Q�) =Q�a) + Q�b) + Q�c) + Q�d) + Q�e), where 
Q�b) = � N 
kz-1 n1 nz-hz L L L ui,hoWhz, 
k1-1 kz-1n1-h1nz-hz L L L L ui,hWhlwhz, h1=m1 +1 hz=1 i1=1 iz=1 
k1 -1 0 n1 -h1 nz L L L L 
m1 kz-1 n1-h1nz-hz 
Qn(4d) = N
1 
"' "' "' "' � � � � Ui,hWh1Whz, h1=1 hz=mz+1 i1=1 iz=1 
m1 -mz-1 n1-h1 nz 
Q�e) = �L L L L h1=1 hz=1-kz i1=1 iz=1-hz 
Next it will shown that EIQ�b) J5' -+ 0, as n1, n2 -+ oo. Define 
!Cj = {(k1(J1-1) + 1, k2(J2-1) + 1), ... , (kd1 1\ n1, k2J2 1\ n2)}, 
j1 = 1, ... , p1 and j2 = 1, ... , p2, where Pi, i = 1, 2, is the largest integer such 
that Pi ::; nd ki + 1. Further, define 
Eg = {j : !Cj E U U /Cg1 +3(h -1),gz+3(fz-1) } , h:g1 +3(h -1)S:Pl fz:gz+3(fz-1)S:pz 
13 
and 
:rj�l = { (i1, h): i1 =kl (jl-1)+1, ... , kr]1 1\n1, l1 =i1 +m1 +1, ... , (i1 +k1-1)/\nr}, 
:rg) = { (i2, l2): i2=k2 (j2-2)+1, ... , k2j2/\n2, l2=i2+1, ... , (i2+k2-1)/\n2}. 
Then, if we define 
we can write 
3 
Qn(4b) = ""' ""' 6 6 wi. 
Since h > i1 + m1 for all ( i1, h) E :rg) we have EWj = 0 for all j. By Inequality 
A with ,\ = 01 and r = 32' and Inequality B with ,\ = 01 and r =lEg I' 
3 
EIQ�b)IJ' :s; 382 L L EIWjl8'. 
91,92=1 jEE9 
(14) 
All the EIWj 18' can be handled similarly, and therefore only the case j = 1 
(i.e. j1 = j2 = 1) will be considered in detail below. 
Split the set Ii1) into two parts, 
(1) - { (. ) . (. ) (1) } (1) - (1) \ (1) I12 - Z1, h . h - m1 -1 2: k1, Z1, h E I1 and I11 I1 I12 . 
Next, :riil will be partioned into disjoint sets. Define 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x, and 
for all (b, c) E C11 = { (b, c) : at least one side of the "rectangle" :rii�c is larger 
than or equal to m1, b=2, 3, . . . , and c= 1, ... , 2b-1 }. For instance, the set :rii�1 
consists of [kr/4] x ( [kr/2]-[kr/4]) pairs of indices (i1, h), and has side lengths 
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[kl/4] and [kl/2]-[kl/4]. Observe that Iii�1 does not have a rectangular shape 
(see Fig. 1). Define b1 = max{b : (b, c) E C11}. Note that all sides of all 
the rectangular shaped sets Ii�L are less than or equal to kl/2b + 1, and that 
2m1::::; kl/2b1-1 + 1. Hence, we get the following upper bound for b1, 
k1 b1 ::::; log2 + 1 ::::; log2 k1 + 1 = log2(2k1) · (15) 2m1 - 1 
il 1+-----------------� 1 
FIG. 1. Partition of Ii1) FIG. 2. Partition of Ii2) 
For each b, the number of riiL is not more than 2b-1. For the sake of simplicity, 
we assume that this number is exactly 2b-1. After at most b1 steps, we obtain 
our partition of Iii), 
r;:> = ( Q g rl;L) U ( Q rl:i,, +1)} 
h I(l) 1 2b1 d" 0 0 " 0 1 " ( h bl k t 0 1 ° w ere ll(b1 +l)c' c = , . . . , , are ISJOmt tnang es t e ac nang es m 
Fig. 1), with orthogonal sides less than or equal to 2m1 + 1. Similarly, we get 
a partition of rg)' 
r;;) = ( Q :g r;;L) U (Q r;;ib,+ l)c) 
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h I(l) -1 2b-l b -1 b d' . . t " t l " 'th 'd l w ere 12bc' c- , ... , , , ... , 2, are lSJOln rec ang es w1 Sl es ess 
h l k /2b 1 d y(l) 1 2b2 d' . . "t . l " t an or equa to 1 + , an 12(bz+l)c' c = , . . . , , are lSJOmt nang es 
(the grey triangles in Fig. 1), with orthogonal sides less than or equal to 
2m1 + 1. 
By using the same technique, we obtain a partition of Ii2): 
h I(2) -1 2u-l -2 d I(2) -1 2u-l -1 w ere lluv' V , ... , , u , ... ,u1, an 12uv' v - , ... , , u , . . .  ,u2, 
are disjoint "rectangles" With SideS leSS than Or equal tO k2/2U+ 1, and rmU 1 +l)v, 
V = 1, ... , 2U1 land rmu2+l)v' V = 1, ... , 2U2 l are disjoint "triangles" (the black and 
grey triangles, respectively, in Fig. 2), with orthogonal sides less than or equal 
to 2m2+ 1. Just like riii1, the set riii1 is not "rectangular" (see Fig. 2). 
Define 
wltuv­labc -
To keep the notation manageable, we will write W �b� instead of W i�b�. Then 
ba 2c-1 2ut-1 ba 2b-1 2ut-1 
+ L L L W �b�t+l)(2v-l) + L L L W �b�t+l)(2v) 
b=l c=l v=l b=l c=l v=l 
2ba-1 Ut 2u-1 2ba-1 Ut 2u-1 
+ L L L W �(�a+1)(2c-l) + L L L W �(�a+1)(2c) 
c=l u=l v=l c=l u=l v=l 
2ba-1 2Ut-1 2ba-1 2ut-1 
+ "'"' "'"' wt(ut+l)(2v-l) + "'"' "'"' wt(ut+l)(2v-l) � � a(ba+1)(2c-l) � � a(ba+l)(2c) 









wt(ut+l)(2v)) � � a(ba+1)(2c-l) � � a(ba+1)(2c) · 
c=l v=l c=l v=l 
By applying Inequality A, with A= 6' and various values of r, we get 
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ba 2b-1 2Ut-1 1/ ba 2b-1 2Ut-1 J' 
+b�/2 L E :L :L wt(ut+1)(2v-l) abc 
b=l c=l v=l 
Ut 2ba-1 2u-1 
+u�12 L E :L Lwtuv a(ba+l)(2c-l) u=l c=l v=l 
2ba-1 2Ut-1 J' 
+E :L :L wt(ut+1)(2v-l) a(ba+1)(2c-l) +E c=l v=l 
2ba -1 2Ut-1 J' 
+E :L :L wt(ut+l)(2v) a(ba+1)(2c-l) +E c=l v=l 
+ b�/2 L E :L :L wt(ut+l)(2v) abc 
b=l c=l v=l 
J' Ut 2ba-1 2u-1 
+ u�12 L E :L Lwtuv a(ba +1)(2c) u=l c=l v=l 
2ba-1 2Ut-1 J' 
:L :L wt(ut+1)(2v-l) a(ba+l)(2c) c=l v=l 
'f' 'I:' w'(w+l)(2") ,, ) a(ba+1)(2c) · c=l v=l 
J' 
(16) 
By the construction of the sets ItL and .ri;�v, all double sums within absolute 
values above are double sums of independent random variables. Therefore, by 
Inequality B, with .A=c5', 
ba 2b-1 2Ut-1 
J' 
ba 2b-1 2Ut-1 
J' + b�/2 L L L E lw���t+l)(2v-l) I + b�/2 L L L E lw���t+l)(2v) I 
b=l c=l v=l b=l c=l v=l 
Ut 2ba-12u-1 Ut 2ba-12u-1 
+u�12 L L L E IW�(ba+l)(2c-l)( + u�/
2 L L L E IW�(bu+1)(2c)IJ
' 
u=l c=l v=l u=l c=l v=l 
+ 
2�1 2�1 E lwt(ut+l)(2v) IJ
' 
+ 
2�1 2�1 E lwt(ut+l)(2v) IJ
' ) 
L....t L....t a(ba+1)(2c-l) L....t L....t a(ba+l)(2c) · c=l v=l c=l v=l 
(17) 
Below, Li1 is the sum over all i1 such that (i1, h) E Ii�L, and Lh is the 
sum over all h such that (i1, h) E Ii��c· In the same way, Li 2 is the sum 
over all i2 such that (i2, l2) E .ri;�v' and Lz2 is the sum over all l2 such that 
(. l ) 7(2) F ll . f " t l " 7(1) d 7(2) . t �2, 2 E Lltuv. or a pa1rs o rec ang es Llabc an Lltuv , we can rewn e w�b� in the following way, 
w:t: � � ( ��X;��?I 
+ L L XiL L wf1wf2Xz+ :L:Lw�1W�2XiL L Xz 
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+ L:L:xiL:L:w;lxz+ L:L:xiL:L:w;2xz 
ii iz h lz i1 iz h lz 
-L L w�lxiL L Xz-L L w�zxi L L Xz 
i1 iz h lz i1 iz h l2 
-��w;,xi��;> :,x1-��w;,xi��w;,x1) , (18) 
where w� = (kj- ij)/kj and w; = (kj- lj)/kj, j = 1, 2. Note, on the right hand J J 
side of (18) we have lw�j i :S l and lw;j i :S l, for all ij and lj, j=1, 2. Therefore, 
by Inequality A with A= 5' and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it follows that 
EIW;t� l"' is bounded from above by 38 jN8' times a sum of nine terms, all of 
the type 
(19) 
where lo:il :S 1 and I,Bzl :S 1 for all i and l. Each side of Ii��c is less than or 
equal to kr/2b+ 1, and each side of ri;2v is less than or equal to k2/2u+ 1. Thus, 
if both Ii�L and ri;2v have rectangular shape, then by Lemma 1 ( ii), 
I tuvlo' 
(576M (k1 ) (k2 ))"' ( K )"' E W abc :S TorJ ---;:;--- 2b + 1 2u + 1 :S Ll N2b+u ' 
where L1 = T0rJ(2304M)8'. 
(20) 
If ri�L and ri;2v are two "triangular" sets, then since the number of points 
in these sets are not more than (2m1 + 1)2 and (2m2+ 1)2, respectively, we get 
by applying Inequality A, with A= 5' and r :S (2m1 + 1 )2 (2m2 + 1 )2 :S 81M2, 






where L2 = To(9M)28'. Similarly, if ri�L is "triangular" and ri;2v "rectangu­
lar" , 
EIWtuvlo' < L (Vi{)"' abc - 3 N2u ' (22) 
where L = r '11 0828' M312+3814 If I(l) is "rectangular" and .1"(2) "triangular" 3 8' 1 • labc ltuv ' 
EIWtuvlo' < L (Vi{)"' abc - 3 N2b (23) 
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Although the sets IiiL and IgL do not have a rectangular shape, inequal­
ity (20) holds in these cases as well. This is easily seen, e.g. we can "replace" 
Iiii1 with the "rectangular" set iiii1, defined as IiiL but without the require­
ment (i1, ll) E Iii) in the definition, and by (temporarily ) defining all Xi and 
Xz with (i1, l1) E iiiL \IiiL as zero. Thus, all sums over the set IiiL will be 
equal to those over the "rectangular" set iig1, and we can proceed as above. 
Now we use inequalities (20)-(23) to proceed the estimation of (17). We 
get, 
(24) 
where the last inequality follows from the inequalities ba::; log2 (2kl), a= 1, 2, 
and ut::;log2(2k2), u=1, 2 (of which (15) is a special case) . 
Inequality (24) is valid for Wj also when j1, j2 > 1, which can be shown 
by using the methods applied above. By definition, .E!1,9F1 l£9 I ::; (ndk1 + 
1)(n2/k2+ 1)::;4N/K. Thus, from (14) and (24), it follows that 
EIQ(4b) I"' < 32626+6 (L1 (log2(2kl) log2(2k2) )612 (K ) 612 n - 4(1 - (1/2)612)2 N 
L 
(log2 (2kl) )612 k2 + (log2 (2k2) )612 k1 _1_ ( VK) "12 4L2 ) + 3 1- (1/2)6/2 jK N + N612 . 
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the right hand side above tends to zero as n1, n2 -r oo, and thus, by the 
Chebyshev inequality, Q�b) � 0 as n1, n2 -r oo. 
When c5 = 2, a more direct approach can be used. In this case, 
EWJ= L 
( . l ) I(1) ( . l ) I(2) ( ., l') I(1) ( ., l') I(2) t1, 1 E h t2, 2 E h z1, 1 E h t2, 2 E h 
aii'll' EXiXzXi' Xz' 
N2 (25) 
where the non-random coefficients aii'll' E [0, 1] . Note that the expected value 
of XiXl Xi' Xz' is zero if i1 +m1 < i� , i� +m1 < i1, h +m1 < l� , or l� +m1 < h, since 
in these cases at least one of the random variables is independent of the others. 
Also, the expected value is zero if m2+ max{i2, lD <l2, m2+ max{i�, l2} <l�, 
m2 + i2 < min{ l2, i�} , or m2 + i� < min{i2, l�} . Thus, the number of non-zero 
terms in ( 41) is not more than 6(2m1 + 1?(2m2 + 1) 2 K2 � 486M2 K2. When 
c5 = 2, 
EIXiXlXi'Xl'i �EX{+ EX{+ EXt,+ EX(� 4rs, 
which implies that EW} � 1944rsM2K2/N2. Recall that L:! 1,9F1 1 £g l � 
4NjK. By inequality ( 14) , with c5 = 2, EIQ�b) l2 � 139968r5M2K/N -r 0, 
as n1, n2 -r oo, and therefore O�b) � 0 as n1, n2 -r oo. By similar arguments 
as above we see that Q�a) , Q�c'), Q�d) , and Q�e) , all tend to zero in probability 
as n1, n2 -r oo. Hence, 
(26) 
By ( 7) , and the Cauchy-Schwarz and the Lyapunov inequalities, respec­
tively, one can verify that 
In � rJ 1(2J') (1 + 2(ml + m2) + 4M) , for all n1, n2. 
Thus, we see that 
EIQ� ) I � 4K��/n -r 0, as n1, n2 -1 oo. (27) 




From (27) and (28) we see that 
Q�) � 0 and Q�) � 0, as n1, n2-+ oo, 
which, together with the results (11)-(13) and (26), implies that 
A p 0 rn- rn --+ , as n1, n2 -+ oo. D 
Proof of Theorem 2. Throughout the proof (Lemma 2 and 3 included) we will, 
without loss of generality, assume that ni > ki > mi 21, i = 1, 2. Define 6' = 6', 
X i= �-Jli, i E An, ji= fl-fl=X . .j N, fi2 =fi2 -ri2 =X.i2/n1-ji, i2 = 1, ... , n2, 
and Ci1 =Ci1-Ci1 =Xi1.jn2-ji, i1=1, ... , n1. Then 
A (ne') 1 """' ( """' ( _ _ _ ) )2 EX�. In -[n= KN .� !--t Xj-jl-rj2-Cj1 Ij - �  �EA� JEB; 








N .L ( � Xjij) ( � (fi + r-32 + ch)I). (29) 
�EA� JEB; JEB; � 
From the the proof of Theorem 2, we have 
= Q�) + 2Q�) + 2Q�) + 2Q�) � 0, as n1, n2-+ oo. (30) 
Let wh;= (ki-lhil )/ki, i=1, 2. We need to show that 
Q�l = K
1
N .L ( � (fi + rh + ch)Ij)2 
�EA� JEB; 
k1-1 k2-1 n1-0Vh1 n2-0Vh2 
= � L L L L (ji+ fi2 + ci1) (Ji+ fi2+h2 + Ci1 +hJwh1 Wh2 
h1=1-k1 h2=1-k2 i1=1-0Ah1 i2=1-0Ah2 
tends to zero in probability as n1, n2 -+ oo. By symmetry arguments, it is 
enough to show that 
1 1 n2 1 nl 
N L (fi + ri2+ cil) (fi + ri2+ ci1) = Ji
2 +- L r-;2 + - L c�l' . n2 . n1 . �EA,.,. �2=1 Zj=1 
21 
(31) 
1 k2-1 n1 n2-h2 
N L L L (fl + fi2 + ci1)(jl + fi2+h2 + ci1)wh1 Wh2, (32) h2=1 il =1 i2=1 
1 k1-1 k2-1 n1-h1 n2-h2 
N L L L L (fl + fi2+ ciJ(fl + fi2+h2+ Cil+hl)whlwh2) (33) h1=1 h2=1 i1=1 i2=1 
all tend to zero in probability. By Lemma 1(ii), 
Let 
I 12a' ( ) a' 
El_l2a' = 
E X.. < TaTJ 64M 
1-l N2a' - N a' 
Lemma 2 Assume that AM) AD(m)) and AL (6) are valid. Then) 
EIG�) Ia' :::::; SI/nf, EIH� ) Ia' :::::; S2jnf, 
where Si=TaTJ(256Mmi)a
') i=1, 2. Jf0 < 6 < 2) then 
EIG(2) Ia' < 
T1(k1 log2(2k1))a/2+ T{ EIH(2) Ia' < 
T2(k2 log2(2k2))ai2+ T� n - n2Na/2 ' n - n1Na/2 ' 
(34) 
where Ti = 3aTa(2TJ)
2(92160miM)a' (1- (1/2)al2)-1 and Tf = 3a24TaTJ( 4608ml M)a; 
i=1, 2. If6=2) then 
EIG�) Ia' ::::;T{'ki/(n2N), EIH� ) Ia' ::::;T�'k2/(n1N), 
Proof. We only prove the inequalities for Gi{( , i = 1, 2. By Inequality A and 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, respectively, 
(35) 
By Inequality A and Lemma 1 we have, for i1 = 1, . . .  , n1, 
(36) 
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which, together with (35), completes the proof of the inequality for G�) . 
For the proof of the inequality for G�) in the case when 0 < 5 < 2, the 
approach (and notation) used for Q�b) in the proof of Theorem 2 will be used. 
Let JC)l = {j1 : j E Kj} and £91 = {g1 : g = (g1, g2) E £9}. Then, if we define 
kl - (h - il) - -
k 
ci1 ch ' 1n1 
we can write G�) = 2.:3 _1 2.:. E" Wj1· By Inequality A with A= 5' and r = 3, 91- )1 '-'91 
and Inequality B with A= 5' and r = l£911, 
3 EIG�) 18' :::; 38/22 L L EIW)l iJ'. (37) 
91=lj1E£91 
All the EIWhl8' can be handled similarly, and therefore only the case j1 = 1 
will be considered below. 
Define 
Then 
Wabc = Wlabc = L 
(i1 h)Eii�L 
By going through steps like (16)-(18), and with ( 2J' 2J')l/2 E l �>·· C;, I El � {!,, c,, I ' 
(which can be handled like (36)), instead of (19), we get 
(38) 
where L� = T01J2(46080m1M)8', for the case when .:ri�L have a rectangular 
shape. 
If .:ri�L is " triangular" ,  then the number of points in this set is not more 
than (2m1 + 1 )2. Thus, by Inequality A, with A= 5' and r :::; (2m1 + 1 )2:::; 9mi, 
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and inequality (36), respectively, 
EIWabcl5' :::; (3m1)5 I: 5' n1 (i1 ,h)E:Ii��c 
(3m1)5 
I: < 5' n1 (i1,hlE:Ii�L 
where L; = T51](2304M mi)5'. 
El- - 15' ci1 ch 
112 L' ( - 25' - 25') 2 Elci1l Elch I :::; N5', (39) 
Now we use inequalities (38) and (39) to proceed the estimation of (17). 
We get, 
EIW1 I'' :; 2'' 3'1' t ( b:12 t � D; (�;b),, + 2 't �:,) 
5' 5/2 1 a 1 2 
a 2 ( L' b5/2 ( k )5' L' 2b ) :::; 2 3 � 2(1- (1/2)512) N + N5' 
< 25'/2 5/2 (L�(log2(2k1))5/2 ( k1)5' 2L;k1) 
- 2 3 2(1- (1/2)512) N 
+ N5' ' 
(40) 
where the last inequality follows from the inequality ba:::; log2 (2k1), a= 1, 2 (of 
which (15) is a special case). 
Inequality ( 40) is valid for Wh also when j1 > 1, which can be shown by 
using the methods applied above. By definition, I.":! 1 =1 l£91  :::; ndk1 + 1 :::; 
2ni/k1. Thus, from (37) and (40), it follows that 
EIG(2) l5' < 3
525+5/2 (L� (k1 log2(2k1))512 L' ) n - n2N512 4(1 - (1/2)5/2) + 2 ' 
which completes the proof for a�l in the case when 0 < c5 < 2. 
Next, assume c5 = 2. In this case, 
EWj�= L L 
(. l ) :r(l) ( " ' l') :rC1) �1, 1 E h �1, 1 E h 
( 41) 
where the non-random coefficients o:i1i�hl� E [0, 1]. The expected value of 
ci1 ch ci� c1� is zero if i1 + m1 < i�, i� + m1 < i1, h + m1 < l�, or l� + m1 < h, 
since in these cases at least one of the random variables is independent of 
the others. Thus, the number of non-zero terms in ( 41) is not more than 
(2m1 + 1)2ki :::; (3m1k1)2. By (36), with c5 = 2, 
El- - - - I < E-4 E-4 E-4 E-4 < 218 (M/ )2 ci1 ch ci'1 c1� _ ci1 + ch + ci'1 + c1� _ T5'17 n2 , 
24 
which implies that EW� :::;: 218T0TJ(3m1k1M/N)2. Recall that 2:..:::!1=1 1£911:::;: 
2ni/k1. Thus, by inequality ( 37) and with 6 = 2, we obtain EIG�) 16' < 
22033T0rJmiM2ki/(n2N). 0 
Define 
Lemma 3 If AM, AD(m), and AL(r5) are valid, then 
3 o' 
EIG�) 126' :::;: T0TJ2(2048m1M)6' ( n:�) , i = 3, 4, 
3 o' 
EIH�) 126' :::;: T0TJ2(2048m2M)6' ( n:�) , i = 3, 4. 
Proof. Here we only give a proof for H;;) . Since 2:..:::�2=1 i\2 = 0, we can write 
where the last equality follows by changing the order of summation. Let CYi2 = 
k2
1 2:..:::��=�2 Wh2, and note that lai21:::;: 1, i2=1, . . .  , k2 - 1. By Lemma 1(i), with 
i\2 instead of Xi, and with the bound 
Elfi2l26' :::;: ToTJ(256M / n1)6' (42) 
(derived as inequality (36)) instead of the bound EIXil26' < T0, we get 
which was to be proved. D 
Now, we return to the sums (31)-(33). From (34), (36), and (42), it is easily 
seen that the sum (31) converges to zero in probability. That the sums (32) 
and (33) converges to zero in probability can be verified from Lemma 2 and 3, 
together with inequality (34) (for the first of these two sums, inequality (36) 
is also needed) . 
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What remains to be shown is that also 
2 
N h1=1-kl h2=1-k2 i1=1-0/\hl i2=1-0/\h2 
converges to zero in probability as n1, n2-+ oo. By symmetry arguments, it is 
enough to show that 
and 
1 k2-1 n1-h1 n2-h2 
N � L L Xi (il + fi2+h2+ ciJwhlwh2' h2=1 i1=1 i2=1 
1 k1-1 k2-1 n1-h1 n2-h2 
N L L L L Xi (il + fi2+h2 + ci1+hJwh1 wh2' hl =1 h2=1 il =1 i2=1 
( 43) 
all tend to zero in probability. The first of these three sums is actually equal 
to sum (31), which has been shown to tend to zero in probability. The proofs 
for the last two are similar, and therefore we give a proof only for the last, 
more difficult, one. 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Inequality A, and Lemma 1(ii), respec­
tively, it follows as in (28) that 
- k1-l k2-1 n1-h1 n2-h2 
E � L L L L Xiwh1wh2 h1 =1 hz=1 i1 =1 i2=1 
li' ( 64KM )8' 
::; To'TJ N ( 44) 
n1-h1 
L wh1 ci1h2ci1 +h1, i1=1 
n2-h2 
L Wh2 fi2h1 fi2+hz · iz=1 
The upper bounds for Elci1l28' and Elfi2l28', given in (36) and ( 42), are upper 
bounds for Elci1h2l28' and Elfi2h1l28', respectively, as well. Thus, it is not too 
difficult to see that the results given for elf( and H�) in Lemma 2, are valid 
also for Gi{( and fi�l, i = 1, 2, respectively. From this and ( 44) it follows that 
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the sum (43) tends to zero in probability. Thus, we have shown that both Q�) 
and Q�) tend to zero in probability, and this, together with (29) and (30), 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1. By (8) and Inequality A, E(i�e)ln)2::; 24 I::=l E(Qr;;;)2. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 it was shown that E( Q�))2 = O(N-1) and E( Q�))2 = 
O(K N-1 ), i = 4, 6. That E( Q�))2 = O(N-1 ), i = 1, 5, follows by applying the 
same approach as for i=2. Finally, by Inequality A, E(Q�))2 = O(k12+k22).D 
Proof of Corollary 2. From the proof of Theorem 2, i'�e') -�� = Q�) + 
2 ""4 Q(i) ""8 Q(i) d h c b I 1. A E( A (ne') 1 )2 Lti=2 n + Lti=7 n , an t ere1ore, y nequa 1ty , In -In ::; 
24(I:i=l E(Qr;;;)2 + 2:�=7 E(Q�))2). From Lemma 2 and 3, together with (34), 
(36), and (42), it follows that E(Qr;;;)2 = O(KN-1 + kin12 + k§n22), i=7, 8 
(for i = 8, note that the results given for G�) and H�) in Lemma 2, are valid 
also for ar;;; and fi�l, i=1, 2, respectively). For E(Q�l)2, i=1, 2, 3, 4, see the 
proof of Corollary 1. 0 
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